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through a new window:
21st century education

by  
Beth McGinnis-Cavanaugh, 

Isabel Huff, Glenn Ellis, 
Sonia Ellis, and Al Rudnitsky

introduction
“It’s a miracle!” exclaimed one educator from The Lighthouse Pro-
gram in Bridgeport, CT, describing how engaged and focused her 
students were as they read the Talk to Me novel and listened to 
the audiobook. Educators in Bridgeport summer programs, along 
with those in formal and informal settings nationwide, are saying 
just that about Talk to Me and Through My Window—a new, inno-
vative, multimedia learning environment where children and young 
teens encounter engineering in a brand new way. 

Through My Window grabs children by the hand and pulls them 
into a world filled with stories, mysteries, explorations, and ad-
ventures. Thoughtfully designed in ways that research has shown 
children—especially girls—in Grades 4-6 engage and learn, the 
project uses narrative to frame engineering concepts in ways that 
appeal to all children—and gives voice to those often unheard and 
underrepresented in traditional engineering curriculum. 

Developed by engineering educators at Smith College and 
Springfield Technical Community College, Through My Window 
is funded by the National Science Foundation. The project is de-
signed to improve attitudes toward engineering, provide a deeper 
and broader understanding of what engineering is about, support 
development of specific engineering skills, and increase interest in 
engineering careers. Aligned with 21st-century STEM standards 
and initiatives, Through My Window is a 2015 REVERE Award 
finalist in the Beyond the Classroom/Innovate category! 
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background
“We are enmeshed in a volatile global knowledge economy 
defined by lightning-fast changes in technology, compensa-
tion, job types, skills sets, and work locations. For our nation 
and our world to advance, we need citizens who possess 
intellectual agility, science competency, language skills, ease 
with diversity and the flexibility to work in new ways…”

         —President Daniel R. Porterfield,  
Franklin and Marshall College (2015)

 
Engineering as part of K-12 education is responding to 21st-
century challenges of increasing complexity, interconnectivity, 
competitiveness, and technology dependence. Engineers literally 
design our world, and all citizens can benefit from developing a 
basic understanding of the processes and uses of engineering 
(ITEEA, 2007). But potential engineers are often turned off to 
engineering at an early age. This is particularly true for girls and 
underrepresented minorities. 
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stereotypes and promote STEM identity. These characters solve 
authentic problems common to all children—ethical dilemmas, 
friendship conflicts, caring for siblings, asking for help, developing 
independence, and remaining optimistic in bleak circumstances. 

Modern engineering concepts are explored in the context of 
socially relevant processes and technologies. Children consider 
open-ended questions—Will robots ever be smarter than hu-
mans?—questions that real-world engineers face, too. Through 
journaling and discussion, children share ideas and learn to 
incorporate diverse perspectives—which, in turn, lead to better 
collaboration and problem-solving. Valuing all ideas and perspec-
tives allows all students to see themselves as engineers and 
see the world of engineering as a place where they can make a 
difference. 

using Through My Window
There are three components of the Through My Window learning 
environment: (1) the young adult STEM mystery novel Talk to Me; 
(2) interactive online learning adventures on the companion web-
site, throughmywindow.org; and (3) offline enrichment activities. 
Designed for formal and informal settings, these components can 
be used separately or in any combination. Afterschool programs 
without reliable computer access, for example, might use the 
novel and offline activities only; scheduling constraints in formal 
classrooms may mean completing a learning adventure without 
reading the novel. The project’s flexible design allows educators 
to customize curriculum without sacrificing impact.   

Talk to Me Novel
The use of well-written stories to frame engineering concepts is 
what distinguishes Through My Window from other engineering 
curricula. The centerpiece of the project is the Talk to Me novel. 
In Talk to Me, author Sonia Ellis has crafted a story “you can’t pull 
loose from hands or heads” with a cast of relevant characters—
including intelligent female leads with unique personalities and 
realistic body types—that appeal to both girls and boys. A writer 
formally trained in engineering, Ellis parallels the ethical dilem-
mas of 14-year-old protagonist Sadina Reyes with those of her 
engineer mother, Elizabeth, and seamlessly introduces readers to 
engineering concepts such as artificial intelligence, engineering 
design, and engineering ethics. 
  

The potential benefits of introducing engineering to children were 
the subject of a study by the National Academy of Engineering 
(NAE) and the National Research Council (NRC) (2009). They 
reported that learning about engineering increased all of the fol-
lowing:
• Learning and achievement in science and mathematics
• Awareness of engineering and the work of engineers
• Understanding of and the ability to engage in engineering 

design
• Interest in pursuing engineering as a career
• Technological literacy 
                         
Yet despite these necessary and potential benefits, many young 
people have never experienced engineering in a relevant, mean-
ingful way. They don’t know what engineers do, and don’t want to 
become engineers.

The goal of Through My Window is to not only make children 
aware of the engineering profession and its impact on their lives, 
but also to help them understand other subjects more deeply 
through engineering. Our learning environment engages all chil-
dren by combining engineering, technology, literacy, and the arts, 
helping them to see themselves as the engineers who will design 
the future. Through My Window is a place where engineering isn’t 
just about building bridges—it’s about asking questions, thinking 
deeply, improving ideas, and building a community of learners. 

learning and innovation skills
The design of the learning environment is based upon two pio-
neering learning theories. The first is Imaginative Education (IE), 
developed by Kieran Egan (ierg.ca). In IE, developmentally appro-
priate stories are designed to engage children’s imaginations and 
help them structure what they learn. The second is knowledge 
building (KB), developed by Carl Bereiter and Marlene Scardama-
lia (ikit.org). KB focuses on continual idea improvement through 
collaborative discourse. These approaches increase engagement, 
frame and support deep learning, and address the need of equip-
ping children with 21st-century skills and attributes. 

Stories frame engineering concepts in ways that engender the 
kind of caring about learning—the motivation—necessary for 
developing understanding. Diverse, realistic characters transcend 

http://throughmywindow.org
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The novel has a lexile of 840 (144 pages, 32 chapters) and is 
available in multiple illustrated formats: (1) as a free e-reader on 
throughmywindow.org; (2) as a free captioned audiobook (3.5 
hrs. running time) on throughmywindow.org; and (3) for purchase 
in paperback on FastPencil or Amazon. Educator discounts are 
available. It is supported by chapter-by-chapter plot summaries, 
vocabulary words, activity prompts, and STEM connections. A 
free Spanish translation of the novel in e-reader format will be 
available soon. 

A second novel called Finding Sorrow, for Grades 6-8, will be 
released later this year. 

Online Learning Adventures
Children join the imaginative world of the Talk to Me characters 
through free, interactive, story-based learning adventures on 
throughmywindow.org. Online, they further explore engineering 
concepts introduced in Talk to Me via graphic novels, games, jour-
naling, videos, and other interactive elements—like chatterbots!  
The first learning adventure—“Rio’s Brain”—engages children in 
big ideas about artificial intelligence (AI) and the limits of machine 

intelligence as they create a new brain for Rio. Knowledge ques-
tions—What is intelligence? Can a computer ever have feel-
ings?—scaffold learning. Children journal and share their ideas 
online, returning to them for reflection and improvement. 

“There were many opportunities for students to have open con-
versations about the ideas they were exposed to on the website…
and connections with those ideas and the book,” wrote Maureen 
Beeltje of Deerfield (MA) Elementary School. “Giving the students 
the opportunity to…write about their opinions with the knowledge 
that there isn’t a ‘right’ answer opens their minds to possibilities 
and provides a safe environment to explore those possibilities.”  

Children complete “Rio’s Brain” in about three hours, typically over 
multiple sessions. Login credentials provided by the project team 
allow secure sharing of ideas within the online space. A “teacher 
view” of online comments is available; this provides educators 
with meaningful discussion prompts and oversight of responses. 

A learning adventure about engineering design called “Trapped 
in Time” will be ready later this year, and an engineering ethics 
adventure will soon follow. Five additional learning adventures will 
address bioengineering, construction, sustainability, flight, and 
knowledge building. 

Offline Curriculum and Educator Support
Free offline activities support engineering concepts introduced in 
Talk to Me and “Rio’s Brain.” Available from the educator support 
site teamthroughmywindow.org, these activities are designed 
to illustrate connections between engineering and society and 
promote discussion in which all voices are heard. Activity topics 
range from the ethics of robot caretakers to facial recognition soft-
ware to neural networks. All activities are idea-centered. Instead 
of focusing on tasks, students are presented with challenges or 
ethical dilemmas with multiple modes of exploration—discussion, 
journaling, and hands-on investigation. 

Kevin Brenner of Canterbury School, Greensboro, NC, wrote, “I 
used this unit with my fourth graders, and they did extremely well 
with the ‘ideas-on’ approach. They are used to a lot of hands-on 
activities in lower school science…but by fourth grade they have 
begun to do more critical thinking and sharing in the form of dis-
cussions. Through My Window ‘ideas-on’ activities were great for 
getting kids engaged and energized about an issue or problem.” 
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Brenner added “Students worked 
together in pairs and in small groups 
throughout the unit. They were con-
sistently engaged in critical thinking, 
collaboration, and problem-solving 
conversations and activities.”  

getting started
“Using Through My Window introduced 
our students to the concept of engi-

neering. The experiences they had during the unit not only 
broadened their understanding, but hooked them into wanting 
more!”  

—Maureen Beeltje, Deerfield (MA) Elementary School

Use Through my Window in any setting: formal classrooms, af-
terschool programs, and literacy- or STEM-themed programs and 
clubs. A background in engineering is not necessary to success-
fully guide students through this program—educators can learn 
along with students! Visit teamthroughmywindow.org for more 
information. Contact us at teamthroughmywindow@gmail.com or 
413-755-4624 to learn how we can support implementation in your 
classroom or program!
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